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17 Lexingion Ave. Bathrooms Being
Renovated After Five-Year Delay;
Two Student Clubs Displaced
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By Eric J. Fos

cording to Alphonse T. zatorski,
associate director of Campus Planning and Facilities. The funding is
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-,. He1JWjJiets -must toWnfbrtabty-in.
teract with the coordinator." Baird .
aDd Pang said that this is the reason
why they want more of a say in
choosing Helpline's coordinator.
Another fear that Helpline members expressed was that if the
dean's candidate cannot properly
perform the duties of coordinator,
Helpline as an organization will
fail. Pang asserted that the coordiJ:tator has a "long list" of re-

-ffieliUitc1ing-· are· -under '--COdSb'ue- '
tion, with the rest to follow in 1985.
All of the bathrooms in the
building were built in 1928, and, except for a handful that underwent
renovation in 1975, they have remained the same for S6 years.
"There comes a point, " said
Mikulsky,
"when
proper
maintenance becomes impossible,
and they must be re-done."
The renovation is divided into
two phases. Phase I, which began
August 20 and will continue for 180
days, is budgeted for SS90,924, ac-
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Governance Charter Vote
Scheduled for October
By Marcelo Trillllfo
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sponsibUities to perform. He
added_that'_'jf' th~J~rd4tator_ cannot properly carry out the required
duties, students who come for help
and Help1iners alike will suffer."·
Heiplinesaid the dean treated
them unfairly and did not give
them enough input into the prob'lem~

Wilson disagrees with Helpline. When asked to repl~ to Helpline's charges, Wilson said,
Contimled on Pg. 7, Col. 3

should have done a better job of
trying to make sure students were
aware of what was going on and,
this fall, I do hope to do a better
job with that."
Revisions to the charter were
brought before separate referendum voting by faculty and students
April 11. Of the 47 percent of .eligible faculty who voted, an overwhelming majority (82 percent)
vOted·to 8jjpri)Yetlle-cDanjes, with
14 percent opposed and 4 percent
abstaining. However, only 27 per. cent of eligible' students voted in
their referendum, short of the 30

pass the revised Governance
Charter bas been scllcduled for October, since last April's referendum
failed. The Charter is the document
describing administrative decisionmaking among students and faculty.
Dr. Norman W. Storer, then
chairman c5f- the FacUlty senate
(now secretary,) said that there was
a problem with students being
called UpoD to vote without prior
knowledae of-the iSsue. "There was
.considerable unhappiness - ~why 'percent minimum requirement
should we vote on this when we' , est.bUshed bY tbcc:barter•. theJeby
haven't heard about it before?' sendiD8 the revision to defeat. '
despite the fact there were stories in
Storer said be has a plan to prothe ncker and the Reporter well
vide students with information. As
a11ead of time." Storer added, "I
Continued on Pg. S. Col. 1
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LETTERS

EDITORIALS
Divestiture: It's About Time
The _unanimous resolution to divest ,CUNY monies from corporations dealing with the
Republic of South Africa is a welcome, albeit long overdue move. The Board of Trustees of
the City University of New York, which finalized its decision September 24, has. paid heed to
the will of the students it represents, a body of men and women who rose to the imperative of
the moment and raised their voices in opposition to a continued engagement in the regime's
policies, constructive or otherwise.
The decision to divest was the only acceptable course available; the catalogue of Pretoria's
suppressions cannot be ignored: the 1976 murder of over 600 citizens of Soweto,
predominantly children and students, whose crime was protesting for higher quality education; the relocation of millions of black African nationals to non-arable "homelands"; and
the insidious apartheid laws of domination, which render it illegal for the black African majority to own property and live within the cities. Certainly CUNY divestment, and other
monetary withdrawals by other-shareholders in the regime's institutions, is the correct and
proper thing to do.
The next step is vigilance. As Diane Dwyre, president of the CUNY Divestment Coalition
at Hunter College conceded (See Story, Page 1), the implementation of divestment may be
problematical; timetables for divestment must be drawn and adhered to. What is incumbent
upon the presidents of the CUNY colleges, then, is overseeing this work, guaranteeing that it
is pursued with all deliberate speed. Divestment of monies from the Republic of South ~
Africa is an all important matter and is not, we believe, a spurious move, like divestment
from Nicaragua would be, as suggested by Presidednt Joel Segall. Rather, the weight of irrefutable evidence points toward escalating aggression against South Africa's citizens.
Pretoria's insistence on withholding the franchise from its majority only underlines the
diabolic means this withering Dutch colony will resort to : to maintain its grasp over an
in domitable people.
We commend Hunter College President Donna Shalala, who tapped a sense of student
discontent and, finding support, initiated this politically correct movement. Congratulations
also to the Board of Trustees of the City University of New York for voting to implement
what may prove to be their most important action this year.
We must condemn rightist terror as vehemently as Soviet suppression. Let us remember
the plight of Nelson Mandela along with that of Andrei Sakharov.
We favor CUNY divestment - unanimously. .

Let's Be Sports-Wise
Last year, Baruch's baseball coach, Peter Laddomada, was quoted as saying, "I want to
win every game. . . I think this is the start of something big." The Statesmen went on to play
an entire season without a win. A team that performs so pathetically is in need of changes,
but sometimes these changes are not justifiable. Laddomada is no longer the baseball coach,
but perhaps he was not to blame for the poor season.
The baseball team went one whole year without a win simply because they lacked "personnel. It is strange that an adequate number of players could not be found because Baruch has
approximately 5,000 males in enrollment. Thus, finding 25 capable ballplayers should not be
a problem. Last year it was, as the average turnout for a game was 13 players. Teams don't
win with only 13 players. The baseball team is not the only Baruch team playing below par.
The only team with a better than .500 average was the women's volleyball team.
There is a solution to the problem of poor participation in this school's athletic department. Incentive.
Students should receive credit for participating on an inter-collegiate team. Registration
should also be made simpler for athletes and allow for overtallies, so they can register for
courses that don't interfere with games or practices. Finally, something should be done
about the-poor state of Baruch's athletic equipment and facilities. With better teams, spectators would then attend games. Home field advantages would then really be advantages and
not disadvantages.
Athletics is only another phase of a well-rounded college education. After all, an education
involved only with scholastics is not fully educational.
,;
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Dear Editor:

I am an Accounting major of
lower junior status and have had
my first experience with "early
registration." I use the quote very
loosely.
After four (4) semesters of
Baruch' 'In-person Registration," I
came to' believe that registration
would be much easier for me and
that I would have a wider choice of
the much needed classes for my major. As usual, Baruch screwed it
for myself and about 150-200 other
students.
I "registered" July 16th and
received notification that four (4)
of my six (6) classeswere closed and
that I had to come to school to correct the situation. Having to come
to school meant taking the day off
from work, having to take abuse
from the staff and standing in line
for hours. Please note that my day
to register was the FIRST day of
registration. But, of course, my
$659.00 was not included in the

students. We welcome all contributions and criticism that are typed
and signed. We are located in Room 307 of the Student Center. Our
mailing address is Box 377, 137 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.
10010. (212) 725-7620.
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Ferraro~s Media

envelope, mainly because it was
already in the hand~the sch~ol
or on its way to the ~to earn Interest. I pay, yet I am not.given the
classes I request. There has to be
something about this case in my
Law of Contracts book (Law
1101).
Then came the visit with Dean
Newhouse. I will spare the Dean
any embarrassment, for reasons
known to myself. I will say this;
if she had any sense to see the demand for certain classes, she would
request that additional classes be
opened in those areas. She must get
her satisfaction by telling people
that "There's nothing we can do
for you 'Sweetie.' I'm sorry." I
bet!
Finally, to any department chairperson who reads this, please,
PLEASE show some sort of interest in the students. We are your
future, and if you screw us, we can
easily screw you.
-Timothy C. Roan

To the editor:
Upon achieving upper sophomore status at Baruch College, I
was faced with the colossal decision
of choosing a major, (realizing, of
course, that the rest of my life
would probably be based upon this
major of my choosing). As- with
most students, choosing this major
was not a simple task calling for a
simple decision. But with lots of
foot-pounding and unceasing
research, I found marketing to
be the most compelling, challenging, exciting and rewardingpatb -to
choose. Thus soon after, I registered as a marketing major
(though I'm not trying to imply
that marketing is "the" career for
everyone). When people ask me
what I'm taking up in school, I say
with considerable pride that I'rn a
marketing major at Bernard
Baruch College, which leads to the
purpose of this letter.
The "omnipotent one" is instructing me in the principles of finance this semester. That is, I am
registered for Finance 2600 and
have the misfortune of acquiring
Professor J.C. Francis as my

"discussion leader." Professor
Francis's enthusiasm for the 'pursuance of a career in finance is
great. I'm not objecting to that and
'even find it commendable. However, when Prof. J.C. (just canonized) Francis labels marketing as
"bullshit" and publicly states at
one of his lectures, "If you're good
at bullshit then become a marketing
major; if you're willing to do hard
work and be a success then become
a finance major," then I find this
to be in poor taste and of limited intellectual capacity... 1ft additieD; .
Prof. Francis 'will often skip atong
his preppy little way and, in a string
of profanities, will slander other
groups or concepts not related to
the finance field. Either Francis has
no business poking his nose and insults into areas where it doesn't
belong, and to civilly teach me what
I'm paying him to teach, or I
registered for A II in the Family 2600
by mistake. -_
I've spent long, hard and diligent
semesters studying marketing not
so I could be mocked by some ignorant egotist.
-Name withheld by request

poems, reading good literature, and
I'm also the middleweight champion on the facility boxing team.
My pleasures are music, dancing,
and sports. I enjoy socializing with
people who share different views
about life, culture. and personal expenences.
If any of your readers are interested in writing to someone
warm and, above all, sincere,
please write to: Mr. Charles
Ramos, 81-A-4316, E6-359, Drawer
B, Stormville, New York, 12582.
Finally, I wish you all a successful semester!
Sincerely,
Charles Ramos

Let us know
with your letters.

By Robert Jordan
profits she made to repay the lO8J1s Zaccaro
enough," not "To thyself be true." Evenmade to her 1978 congressional campaign.
tually he comes to the sinking realization
However,
as
Joseph
Sobran
pointed
out
in
that he has lost his soul (self).
The predatory businessman, whose habit
If luck is a liberated woman - modern
his
article,
"Queens
Princess
Stonewalls
To betraying his conscience the wise
of subordinating the principles of consfeminist etiquette forbids the use of the
While
Media
Moguls
Cover-Up;"
which
Socrates preferred death. If there is a more
cience to those of self-interest and then raword "lady" - then she is certainly on
the
New
York
Tribune:
John
appeared
in
honorable statement to be made than: "I
tionalizing his own lust for power as being
Geraldine Ferraro's side. However, it takes
Banzhaf,
a
professor
at,
George
shall act according to my conscience." it
on behalf of a greater good (such as the
more than a little luck for a politician, even
Washington
University
Law
School,
doubts
to be: "I have acted according to my
has
good of the company), has his counterpart
for one as fortunate as Ms. Ferraro, to surthat
this
curious
transaction
involving
the
conscience. " Our predatory politicians
in the field of politics.
vive the impact of such embarrassing finanzaccaros
and
a
busiftess
associate
eYer ocmight be well served in learning this funcial disclosures. But never fear; Ms. Ferraro
The Founding Fathers of this country, .
curred.
It
is
apparently
not
recorded
in
New
damental principle.
has friends in high places who, upon hearwho believed that representatives of the
York's
land
records.
We
have
seen
no
docuing the call to battle, will ride gallantly to
people were more likely to be enlightened
Christian candidates who support the;
ment, not even a cancelled check, showing
her aid. After all, she does know how to
persons of principle than the voters who
of abortion cannot help but
legalization
that it really happened." Ferraro also failed
play the damsel in distress.
chose them (and thus more trustworthy and
deveiop their own set of rationalizations
to report the large capital gain on her tax
dependable)
could
scarcely
have
anticipated
when faced with a difficult moral dilemma:
But let me leave all this aside for a moreturn. She claimed this was all due to an
today's "moral hypochondriasis" (i.e. the
choosing
between fidelity to the idea of
ment. Please allow me to paraphrase those
error on the- 'part of her accountant.
fear
of
being
guilty).
When
the
wish
to
win
religious neutrality and fidelity to personal
who, during Watergate, asked, "~t did , Perhaps she should have gone to H&R
and gain is allowed to exceed moral conThe argument that morality is a
conscience.
the President know and when did he know
Block.
siderations,
rationalizations
are
formulated
private affair is often advanced by supit? Wbere's the smoking gun?" In other
Of course, Ms. Ferraro was forced to pay
the
attempt
to
placate
the
conscience.
in
porters
of abortion, along with the arguwords, is Geraldine Ferraro a crook? The
$53,000 in back taxes when her tax returns
Soon
those
rationalizations
are
accepted
as
ment that allowing others to do as their
trouble began when Geraldine Ferraro
were released to the general public. After
fundamental
truths,
often
to
the
exclusion
conscience dictates is not a moral evil. It is
refused to disclose her husband's tax
all, it would certainly be less embarrassing
of objective reality.
an
ironic fact that these candidates do not
returns on the grounds that she had no
to pay back taxes, claiming it was all due to
Many
writers
have
addressed
the
fast
themselves act as their conscience dictates,
knowledge of her husband's business dealan error made by an accountant, than to
deterioration of the concept of self in
rather, according to what is expedient
but,
ings. But, you see, there was one small
admit that she didn't pay any taxes because
Ibsen's
Peer
Gynt,
modern
society.
Like
to winning an election.
problem: Although Geraldine Ferraro
'the transaction never took place.
our
political
candidates
have
come
to
claimed to have no knowledge of her husAccordingly, one must admit that there
Can belief and practice be so easily
resemble an onion, composed of layer after
band's business dealings, Ms. Ferraro was
exists in the media' a double standard: one
segregated? Is this not symptomatic of a
layer, but without a kernel. Peer Gynt
the secretary-treasurer of her husband's
personal alienation that is so characteristic
for liberal Democrats and another for Condiscovers that he has been living according
company, as well as a shareholder.
of
our time?
servative Republicans. Liberal Democrats
to the Troll Principle: UTo thyself be
If this wasn't enough to tarnish
are absolved in advance, while Conservative
Mondale's only political asset, it came to
Republicans are excoriated whenever the
light that Geraldine Ferraro's husband,
media gets a whiff of scandal from the
John Zaccaro, had made an illegal loan of
Republican camp. The members of the
$100,000 to her congressional campaign. As
_liberal mediacracy are like sharks who smell
National Review pointed out in its
blood: blood, as you know, drives a shark
September 7 editorial, Eagleton Cum
into a horrible frenzy. What if George Bush
Watergate: "The modest fines JohnZacrented a warehouse to a distributor of porBy Aprajita Sikri
caro and the Ferraro campaign paid for a
nographic materials as John zaccaro did?
religion mixed with politics can bring about.
large illegal. loan in 1978 were modest only
What if this disseminator of filth had links
On the other hand. a religious spirit is conspicuous by its absence in politics today.
to organized crime? The Reagan ticket
because Zaccaro and an aide filed af"Politics has its foundationsIn morality.
would know no rest.
fidavits swearing that they had been misled
All religions - Christianity, Judaism•
.Morality' -has its foundations in religion.
Islam. Buddhism and Hinduism -preach
by a lawyer who assured them the loan was
Thus, religion and politics are
What about those who say, "Ferraro
legal; -but itbe lawyerl apon hearittg·ef-this-- - didD't -1!o--anytbing that-other- poIiticians- - . inseparaWe;!!·_-said-- -ReBaId -, Reagan --0¥eF- .-- _.universa l peace. brotherhood, unselfishness
and·~.-H9weYer-,-tllese--ideas-ue
. for thetirst time is boiling mad, insisting-he
breakfast in Dallas.
do?·· True;-but whatPm concerned about
told them the loan violated the law." He
considered
outdated and impractical in to-With this one paralogism, he attempted
is the unequal media treatment Democrats
day's politics. So much so that more
even volunteered to take a polygraph test.
to erase the two and one-half century old
get. When Geraldine Ferraro called a press
nuclear
weapons are chosen over peaceful
Ferraro and her husband were fined $750 by
border of separation between church and
conference to deny any allegations of ilnegotiations as the deterrents to a nuclear
the Federal Election Commission. Now
state, so firmly built by Locke, Rousseau
legality concerning her dubious tax returns,
war.
$750 is a small penalty for a congressional
and Voltaire. Reagan's devotion to religion
the members of the press applauded her
is as parochial as his patriotism. It smacks
election. Just look at the price Nixon paid
It may be true that selfishness and greed
performance. Nothing could have made
of the fundamentalism associated with his
for Watergate.
are inherent to human nature. But a social
this scene more amusing, except if the
friend Jerry Falwell.
ethic that condones selfishness and greed as
How did Geraldine Ferraro repay this
members of the Eastern Liberal EstablishReagan agrees that abortion should be il"loan"? Apparently she sold a building she
agreeable and natural cannot resolve the
ment press got up and shouted, "Ego te ablegal because it kills a potential human bepolitical or social problems that the world
owned in Manhattan. She then used the
solvo" - the forgiveness a priest confers.
ing and because it is irreligious, yet he
faces today. Nor can the scientific Cartesian
builds nuclear arms and talks of a limited
method of inquiry that has opened new
nuclear war that may kill millions of living
vistas of knowledge of the physical world.
human beings around the world. He talks
If there is any role that the institution of
of prayer in schools while cutting budgets
the church can play in the Western people's
for public universities. He has been caught
lives. it is to revive faith in the will of the
lying in public several times. He has cut
mind that is capable of controlling the
federal aid for the poor and the disabled.
folly inherent to human nature. Faith in
By Manny Taveras
Reagan. Blacks have especially been stirred
Here
is
a
president,
who
is
the
embodiment
this
will at least makes the attempt towards
to vote because of Reagan's apparent
Ronald Reagan will most likely be reuniversal peace; the will that has beenof the most vicious kind of social Dardisregard for civil rights. Amid cries for
elected President on November 6. Reagan's
winism,
invoking
religion
in
public
life.
crushed by two World Wars and the failure
traditional values, blacks remember that
huge lead in the polls reflects a growing
It must be realized that fundamentalism
of science to become the panacea of all ills.
segregation was an American tradition until
wave of conservatism in America. Feeding
is different from a religious spirit. One has
Who is better equipped to bring this about
just 20 years ago.
this conservatism is Reagan's stress oftradionly to look at Pakistan, India, Iran, Iraq
than the President of the United States? Is
College students have also suffered under
tional values in his 1984 campaign.
and Ireland to see the disasters fundamental
Ronald capable of it? I doubt it very mw:h.
Reagan. While speaking of a need to imBut while mom, apple pie, and Chevrolet
prove education, Reagan has cut educamay be good for America, some of.
tional programs. Ironically, polls show
Reagan's other traditional values may not
Reagan "leading among young voters, inbe so beneficial. Reagan's first four years
cluding
college students. The reason is that
have been characterized by a tradition of inthey share the American dream of making it
sensitivity. The poor, women, and
rich. So they naturally subscribe to
minorities are among the groups left out in
Reagan's Darwinist view of economics, surthe cold by Reagan. America has a history
vival of the richest.
of discriminating against these groups, and
While insensitivity is the tradition that
Reagan has upheld that tradition.
has
characterized Reagan's first term, there
The poor should not feel" forgotten,
is a danger that intolerance may join insenthough; Reagan has thought about them.
sitivity
in characterizing the second term.
He has been so worried about them that he
Organized heckling of Mondate and Ferhas sought company for them. Millions
raro is the most visible evidence of inmore have been made poor or poorer by his
tolerance within the Reagan camp. NBCpolicies.
TV has reported that the heckling is part of
Women haven't fared much better. After
an
organized attempt by the Reagan camfour years of Reagan, women are still
paign to disrupt the MondaIe-Ferraro camwaiting for ERA to be passed. Four more
paign.
years and women may find themselves
If this is true, then the Reagan people are
employed in the occupation Reagan thinks
interfering with the right of free speech.
suited for them - sewing bearskins.
Although
this is nothing new to American
There is only one good thing Reagan has
politics, it is doubtful that Reagan will extol
done for minorities. His disregard for;
the
virtue of this tradition in his campaign
minorities has caused many to register to
speeches.
vote; with the specific aim of voting against
U

.

Separating Church and State

Reevaluating Reagan

Penitentiary Pal
Dear Editor,
Have you been confronted with
the awesome feeling of loneliness?
Well, this awesome feeling has
entered my life since my incarceration. Yes, I am an inmate seeking
friendship from within the "gray
walls of prison." I hope that you
can kindly do me a favor by printing this letter in your student newspaper.
Now, allow me to introduce myself. My name is "Charlie," I'm
half-Hispanic and It alian , I'm 5'
9Y2", 165 Ibs. I have black hair and
brown eyes, I'm 28 years old, and
I'm currently pursuing a degree in
business at Marist College. My
hobbies include writing short love

Peeling Political Onions

Charm

By Fred Guatelli

Insensitive Instructor

What's your Reaction?
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Neon Notes "Dead" After Operating for One Semester
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WE NEED BRIGHT, ARTICULATE PEOPLE TO FILL OUR TEMP JOBS
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• Placements in Major NYC
Corporations
• Office Ski lis a PIus,
but Not Always Necessary
• Gain Practical Experience
• Secure Excellent Contacts
to Assure Placement After
Graduation
• Work When You Want
- Midtown or Downtown

These are just a few of the many jobs In which we can place you:
Reception ists
Typists/Secretaries
Clerks
Word Processing
Stock/Messenger
Data Processing
Accounting/Bookkeeping
Computer Operators
Key Punch and CRT Operators

JOV-AN
TEMPORARIES INCORPORATED
61 Broadway-26 Floor, New York City

PHONE (212) 514-9400

Neon Notes, a note-taking service owned and operated by Baruch
students last semester, is no longer in operation.
\.
.. Neon Notes is dead," said cofounder Stuart Arkin about the experimental service. Arkin explained that he and partner Sal Lentieri,
January 1984 graduate and innovator of the service, "Iost interest
in the service because of the antagonistic feelings on the part of
the administration, the Day Session
Student Government (DSSG,) and
the students." '
•'The administration figured
they'd let the service die," said
Lentieri. "We received minimal
support from them. "
According to Arkin, ••Most of
the time we were being criticized.
Everyone was pretty suspicious of
our privately-run corporation. It's
partly because people don't like to
take risks. It's also easy to be
skeptical of two young guys who
are running a private corporation
in your school."
The service had been on rocky
waters since Lentieri had the idea,

Rockland College
By Joan Chin

~'A"'CE COMP:""

Please furnish me with further information on the
above. I understand I am not obligated in any way.
NAME

_

ADDRESS
STATE

_
ZIP

Please call me at:

_

Best time to call:

_

Pres. Joel Segall: "novel" idea

The proposal was approved. The
DSSG's endorsement meant funding for advertising space and
supplies.
Unlike a large percentage of the
administration and the DSSG,
President Joel Segall "found the

idea novel.' Segall said that he
"applauded the idea when it was
presented to us at the faculty
meeting and I applauded the endorsement by the DSSG. This club
had limited funds and I was glad
to give them the space for their
table and set up in front of the
auditorium."
__.On_£ebruar-Y-J 4. The Ticker featured ,.a Neon Notes advertisement
with the DSSG's endorsement. "I
do not believe that a private institution should be subsidized by the
school," said Segall, "but, I also
believe that they couldn't operate it
without OlK space for their set-up. "
Last June, in an article in the
Daily News. the president discussed concerns .that he and the
faculty had about the service. "I
questioned the fact of whether it
was a good educational tool," said
5egall.
Arkin maintained that ,. a majority of the faculty didn't like the
idea of a note-taking service because the implications are so intense. This is a drastic change in
teaching. "
But Arkin and Lentieri both said
there was no problem in obtaining
permission from the economics

Gov. Charter

Trustee of

STRATEGIC PLANNING
P.O. Box 428, Mad. Sq. Station
New York, New York 10159
,gti/en(212) 539-0668

Neon Notes was a part of the
United Students for Action (USA)
party platform, the party in office
then. "They promised that· we
would be a part of their administration. When it came down to actually spending money on us they were
scared," said Arkin.
The following month, after consulting several people (including
Phillip E. Austin, former provost.)

Lentieri and Arkin' presented a formal proposal to the DSSG to endorse Neon Notes as a company.

ticle Two, for instance, would
cent of the students will be covered
Segall declined to exercise his opbroaden faculty participation by
by the in-class voting alone.
tion to go before the CUNY Board
In
its
current
form,
the
charter
placing limits on consecutive terms
of Trustees to obtain a waiver that
has been in effect for about a
would have overruled the failed studecade, but an extensive series of
dent referendum. Segall explained,
revisions had been drawn up by the
"The students did not vote in favor
Continued from Pg. J
Faculty Senate for the past few
of it. It's not clear to me that 30
years.
Much of the revision has
percent was an impossible number
was the case in the April referenbeen language-oriented, but certain
to get. What happened was so
organizational bodies would be
dum. the voting will.be- conducted
many students abstained - they
in certain classes. In this plan, ineliminated,
The Council of Baruch
cast a vote but they abstained." Of
structors in those classes would
College, a body discussed in Article
those students who voted, 39 perdistribute - two-page ovefViews to - -cent -abstained, white tmly 42"er~ - T-wo·- of the- Charter-, would-be·
omitted; this body has-not met _.their students, giving mformation
cent - not a majority - a roved
on the issue at hand; these overfor the last ten years and is generalthe chan
rcent
views would be distributed one
ly
considered too unwieldy to be efposed.
week before the referendum voting.
fective. The Student Senate, outThe
g is scheduled to be
"As I see it," remarked Storer,
ined in Article Four, would also be
conducted in classes that meet at
"the big thing is, simply, student
iminated; it is a redundant
~
unfamiliarity, suddenly being asked
10:30 a.m. on Tuesday, October organization whose functions are
~
to vote on something they've not
23; and at 6:30 p.rn. on Wednes- currently carried out by the Student
!
heard about or not thought about.
Elections and Governance Review
day, October 24. In addition,
... ~:~~
I'm hoping this will overcome
booths are to be set up in the 360 Committee. said Storer.
that." He also said an effort will be
In addition, the revised charter,
Park Avenue South and 17 LexProf. Nonnan W. Sto~r
made to have the overviews
if
approved,
would lead to greater
ington Avenue buildings for the
published in the student print
opportunities for participation in. and simultaneous positions held by
benefit of students who may not be
the organizational processes by individual faculty members. In
media.
taking classes at those times. Storer
Baruch College President Joel
students and faculty. A revised Ar- other changes, student government
anticipates that from 40 to 50 per-

Goldberg Appointed

Universal Life Policy that is
currently yielding 12 % annually.

one year ago. He was inspired
after reading an article in The
Wall Street Journal concerning
note-taking services at other colleges. He "saw it as a beneficial
service to the school, one that
would provide jobs, assist students
in their studies and it has the p0tential to generate revenue for the
student government."
In early October 1983. Lentieri,
a member of the Board of. Directors of the Bernard M. Baruch College Association and ex-president
of the American Marketing Association, sought the approval of the
service by the DSSG. The service
was proposed by Lentieri as a
"joint venture" between the two
entrepreneurs and the DSSG, but
was not implemented.

Stephen E. Goldberg, Director
of Financial Aid, was unanimously
appointed trustee of Rockland
Community College.
Goldberg was nominated by the
Clarkstown Legislators and his appointment was approved by the
Ways and Means Committee. He
replaces former board chairman
Daniel- Brucker, a. prime mover
behind the formation of the community college in 1959.
Asked what plans he has in store
for RCC, Goldberg, who has been
at Baruch College for 14 years,
replied, "I have to see what they've
done first. I can't say until I see
where they are."
Since a number of city-based and
private colleges offer courses in the
county, Goldberg said, "I would
hope that someday Baruch might
consider offering advanced- degree
programs in RC."

Lexington Ave.
Bathrooms
Continued from Pg. 1
comparable for Phase II, which will
include the bathrooms on the east
side of the building. The money for
Phase I was appropriated in the
1979-80 fiscal year, while the appropriation for Phase II was in
"1981-82.
Mikulsky attributed the delay
between appropriation and construction to two factors. First, considerable red tape at the state and
city level delayed the entire process.
"We submit projects to the city,"
said Mikulsky. "They are prioritized and then the state reviews
them and comes up with a list."
Bids are solicited and contracts are
drawn, which are submitted to the
State General Counsel's Office for
approval. The contracts for the
bathroom renovation were submitted in April, 1984, but were not approved until August.
In addition, Mikulsky convinced
the state that "it would be
economical to do them at the sametime." Therefore; Phase I of the
renovation was delayed until the
money for Phase II was ap-

propriated by the state Legislature. my faculty advisor. "
Student reactions were generally
Febre said that efforts to secure
negative. Theresa Swammy, a temporary space were inhibited by
senior, said, "They should have the Baruch bureaucracy. She
fixed the bathrooms before the fall asserted that she was shunted back
semester began, because it inconve- and forth between various people,
niences a lot of people. When you most of whom were not sensitive to
go, the lines are so long that you her concerns. She finally secured
might miss some of your class."
office space but, "it is only tenMikulsky concedes that students tatively worked out, there is no
may encounter a certain amount of guarantee. "
frustration this year. "There will be
Mikulsky, however, said that her
a period of adjustment that might office is not responsible for notifybe difficult," said Mikulsky. "But ing the clubs. She notified the ofwe tried to arrange it so odd floors fice of the dean of students in late
were one sex, even floors the August that the rooms' had to be
other," she added.
vacated. According to Mikulsky,
As a result of the renovation, the the office of the dean of students is
Dio-Medical ~iety and the responsible for contacting Carl
African Students
ociation will Aylman, director of Student Ac.be forced to vacate th' offices at tivities. "Carl Aylman is responsi17 Lexington Avenue. The Bio- ble for informing clubs, " said
Medical Society, which tutors Mikulsky.
students in the sciences, is in Room
Aylman, however, said that he
306B. The African Students
"did
not get any word from the
Association has its office in Room
dean at all." He first found out
306A.
Lilian Febre, president of the -about the situation when officers of
Bio-Medical Society, said she the displaced clubs came to him to
received no "formal notification" protest. As of September 20,
of an order to vacate, but had to Aylman still has not been officially
confirm a tip given to her by an ac- informed by the dean of students'
quaintance. "I found boxes outside office. The only written notificamy office on the first day of tion that he received was a copy of a
school," said Febre, "but I was not memo sent from Zatorski to
notified until the following day by Ronald M. Aaron, the associate

and finance instructors who participated in the service. "The faculty members who negatively reacted, ironically, were not the ones
who participated in the service,"
said Arkin.
"Several faculty members did
not like the idea of the service,"
said Henry Wilson, Jr., dean of
students. ·'1 never opposed it, I·
only carried out the president's
wishes. " Wilson was responsible
for evaluating a comprehensive
report, to be handed in at the end
of the-~he-fin
....a..,n~co.;ji4-all---
condition and overall mechanics of
the service and to make a recommendation to the president. ,. Associate Dean (Ronald M.) Aaron
and myself were never for or
against the service; it was our responsibility to assess the operation
after one semester," said Wilson.
"They never came to us to discuss any of their problems," WiI" son added.
"Technically," said Arkin, "the
administration had nothing to do
with the operation dying, but they
also had nothing to do with it working. They don't deserve any credit
either. Had their communication
been different, we might still have
the service. "
Presently, Arkin is the president
of the Foreign Trade Society and
works for a Destination Management Planning company.
leaders would gain ex-officio status
in the Faculty Senate, and would
have a stronger advisory role when
an Ombudsman must be appointed.
Department chairpersons would be
required to seek advice and recommendations from students in their
departments regarding academic
matters. and voting power would
be extended to student members on

various joint- committees.
... lm:id_~gtany, _on~.J.:~ion _~9!Jl~ ..
involve reducing .the minjmllm requirement from 30 percent to 20
percent, but requiring a two-thirds
majority approval as opposed to a
simple majority. "It's ridiculous to
Set up a set of rules for yourself that
make it impossible for you ever to
change those rules. But that's, in
effect, what we've done, and so we
need a little more flexibility in that
area. Amendments to the charter
come up every three or four years,
if that often, so it's not opening the
door to anarchy and chaos," commented Storer. .
dean of students. The memo, which
is dated September 17, informed
Aaron that the rooms had to be
vacated.
Henry Wilson, Jr., the dean of
students, was unable to provide
details regarding the time of
notification. "I wish you had told
me earlier what you wanted to talk
about. I would have had those
details for you," said Wilson.
Wilson added, "All of our student
groups that are being deprived of
space because. of construction
ought to be accommodated," and
that "the Bio-Medical Society will
get its room back or comparable
space."
Mikulsky added that the vacated
rooms are to be used for office
space for the natural sciences
departments as compensation to
those professors who lost their offices because of the renovation.
"No faculty is more desperately in
need of space than natural sciences;
they are already doubling up. "
Mikulsky added, '''They are entitled
by their union contract to have a
certain amount of space. "
Febre is mainly concerned with
the "functioning and survival of
the club. When you take away office space," said Febre, '>,ou practically kill the club."
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NEED $?
NEED WORK
EXPERIENCE?
WORK FOR US AND
GAIN BOTH!
Immediate temporary assignments
are -avaita1Jte in fields such as:
advertising, publishing, communcations, marketing, finance, etc.
We pay top rates and work around
your school schedule.

Walt~r Mondale's Son, Ted, Speaks At New York University
By Eric J. Fox
Ted Mondale, son of Democratic
Presidential candidate Walter· F.
Mondale, held a press briefing on
Sept. 22 at New York University,
answering questions from the audience on issues ranging from Central Ameica to excellence in education.
Mondale began by reading a pre.--~-__P8I:ed.statement. TheJm.efingiook
.;
place Saturday at 5:15 p.m. in
Mercer Hall, followed by a recep-

South.

Africa
Continued from Pg. 1

Group 3 Temp. Ser.
500 5th Ave. Suite 414
Tel.: 921-0800

Students! Work Smart.
Work Simpl}r...With Hewlett·Packard.
Take a good look at your class schedule.
If you're in Science or Engineering, chances
are your classes include Calculus, Physics, or
Chemistry. Engineering Statics, or Dynamics.
You're running up against some tough calculations, with statistics problems, hyperbolics, and
logs. The HP-IIC calculator helps you .breeze
through those problems with a few simple
keystrokes.

Need to simplify problems that are even more
complex? The HP-41CV gives you 128 built-in
functions-and the HP-41CX over 200-to simplify your long homework assignments. Use up to
6,437 bytes of memory to save the programs
and formulas you use often. And there are thousands of software programs, so you don't have
to start from scratch next term.

If you're in Business or Finance, you're probar,ly taking Accounting, Statistical Methods,
Finance, and Investment Analysis. Classes
loaded with tedious calculations. End the penciland-paper drudgery with the HP-12C. The most
powerful decision-maker on the market! Dedicated keys make time value of money
calculations, amortization, Net Present Value
(NPV), Internal Rate of Return. (IRR), and statistics solutions as simple as a single keystroke. And
it's easy to change values or correct mistakes
without reentering your entire problem.

Hewlett-Packard calculators. They help you
work smart this term. And next term. And even
later on the job. Get your HP today from your
local HP dealer.

For the location of the dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE 1-800-FOR-HPPC.

rhO-

Dear Students,
Day Session
Student
Government has a need for students interested in serving as
representatives on College
Committees. As a student
representative on a college
committee, you wJlJ be working
side by side by the faculty on
various issues such as financial aid and..!tte evaluation of
courses. Students are needed
from all 3 schools. Please call
725-3374 and ask for either Po ,
Rich or Pauline. - DSSG.

3902401

COLLEGE IS THE MEDIUM THROUGH WHICH NEW
VISIONS OF THE FUTURE AND REEVALUATION OF
THE PAST EMERGE. YOU NOW HAVE THE CHANCE
TO BE THE ARCHITECTS OF YOUR OWN FATE, TO
NOURISH THAT INSATIABLE CURIOSITY FOR
BUSINESS AND THE WORLD WE LIVE IN.
COME AND DEVELOP A NEW STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE!

JOIN THE FOREIGN TRADE SOCIETY

•
•

our hope that they will require that

Helpline
Continued from Pg. 1
"They have always had input and
will continue to do so. Wilson
stressed that "we are working together" and he is "sensitive to
Helpline's situation."
According to Wilson, Helpline is
upset about Duggan's departure.
"The members of Helpline and
Duggan had a very good relationship. " Wilson said, "Helpline
wants another Joe Duggan and
that just can't be done. I sympathize with Helpline's situation, but
they must give someone else a
chance. "
Wilson found two other candidates and told Helpline. they must
choose one -of them. Helpline told
Wilson that they "disapproved Qf
his candidates"
because they
"lacked the proper qualities" to
he an effective coordinator. Wilson
then told them that they must

DISCOVER THE WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY IN
INTERNATIONAL CAREERS.
MEET AND INTERACT WITH INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS
AND·
CULTURAL
LEADERS.
EXPLORE THE GROSS-CULTURAL RELATIONSHIPS IN MODERN OAY BUSINESS AND
SOCIETY. .

IF YOU HAVE A PENCHANT FOR LEARNING AND
HIGHER UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE BRING YOUR
IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS TO ROOM 825, 360 PAS
AT 12:35 PM EVERY THURSDAY STARTING
OCTOBER 4th.
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL
725-3273.

THE FOREIGN TRADE SOCI,ETY. JOIN FOR FALL '84.

to education corresponded with a
2o-year decline in average SAT
scores. Mondale responded that
many teachers are leaving the profession because of lack of pay, and
that his father's program to rectify
this and other deficiences will
"target areas on the basis of need, "
and not just "throw money at the
money. "
Also speaking at the briefing was
Bill Morton, a student volunteer
with the Mondale-Ferraro campaign. He. stressed the importance
, 'choose the lesser of the two
evils. "
Disagreeing with Helpline, Wilson pointed out that his candidates
"are both qualified" and added
that he "wouldn't have brought
them in if they weren't." When
asked if he told Helpline to
, 'choose the lesser of the two
evils," Wilson responded by saying, "I didn't say that."
After Helpline chose Lois Lieberman, who has a graduate degree
in counseling, Pang said, "We
don't like Lieberman, but we will
give her a chance." Lieberman
began her job as the coordirtator of
Helpline the week of September
17.
Reliable sources in the administration revealed that Wilson gave
Lieberman an unauthorized raise.
She will receive 525,000 a year,
compared to Duggan's salary of
522,87.3. Criticizing the raise, the
sources said, "There shouldn't
have been a raise. If anything, she
should be making less than what
Duggan was paid." The sources
said that her raise should only

of voter registration, claiming that
if "one hundred million voters turn
out, this country will elect Walter
F. Mondale and Geraldine
Ferraro. "

•••

Students who have not yet
registered to vote are advised to call
the New York State Democratic
Committee Headquarters at
986-2955. TM address is Room .
180), 60 East 42nd Street, New
York, New York l ()()36.
have been increased by eight percent. Wilson refused to comment
on the raise.
When asked if a search. committee will actually be formed, Wilson said, "It will probably be
formed in February or March."
Lieberman will only be the Helpline coordinator until August 31.
"She is only an emergency replacement," Wilson said.
The search committee will consist of Helpline members and the
student personnel department. At
that time, Helpline "will be given
the opportunity to recommend candidates for the position of c0ordinator, " Wilson said.

BEAN
ADVENTURER!
Join The Baruch College
Advertising Society.
THE QUEST IS ON. JOIN
THIS YEAR'S NATIONAL
COMPETITIQN SPONSORED
BY BURGER KING.
'--

Other club objectives will be announced at
OUf next meeting, Thursday, Oct. 4 in room
826 in the 26th St. building.
GET INVOLVED!

.;

.

"

Have you taken the
first step in exercising
. your right to vote?

"SO WHO SAYS
YOU CAN'T GET A
GOOD LAWYER
FOR
NUTHIN?"

658A

HOLD EVERYTHINGI

•

the military, key petroleum, automobile, and computer industries,"
according to Coalition releases.
Additional steps have been
taken to insure CUNY divestiture.
This year the University's Student
Activity By-laws stipulate that the
chairperson of the College Association within each individual college
can "decide where student government monies go, " said Melvin
Lowe, chairperson of the University Student Senate and an exofficio member of the Board of
Trustees. "The chair can be a student, " Lowe explained, noting
that it was "a battle and a fight"
to have the provision included. "It
is up to the individual presidents
of the student governments. They
must take it upon themselves. It is

monies by expelled from corporations dealing with South Africa. "
Po Sit, president of the DSSG,
could not be reached for comment
on the status of Baruch's student
fees.
In another move for divestment,
Board of Trustees member Robert
Polk, also chairman of the State
Dormitory Authority, "was able to
make a resolution to expell construction funds from U. S. corporations," said Lowe. The Authority
appropriates funds for capital expenditures.
Both Dwyre and Lowe agree that
the passing of the resolution is only the beginning. "The University
must set up guidelines to divest,"
said Dwyre, "some sort of timetable." Lowe said such a timetable
could "take a year, a month, who
knows, , , adding that once the
guidelines are made CUNY must
adhere to them. "We will be the
watchdog, to make sure divestment is carried out and to continue
to provide education on
South
Africa. ,. said Dwyre.

margin, Mondale admitted that
there was a '~conservative swing on
college campuses," but added, "we
must have a substantive debate on
the issues." Mondale also charged
that there was a "well-organized
radical right" in most colleges that
inhibited many students from expressing their true feelings.
One partisan reporter charged
that there was "no correlation between funding and excellence in
education, " and that the period of
the greatest increase in federal aid

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD

F
T
s

,

. tion in the lobby.
Mondale said that voters are facing "one of the most important
elections in the history of this country," and have the "clearest choice
since the 1932 election." He said
President Reagan has "gutted student aid" and had "broken a
30-year-old bi-partisan commitment to excellence in education."
When asked how the Mondale
campaign _would convince college
students, who, according to the
polls, support Reagan by a wide

The Day Session Student
Government of Baruch College
and the University Student
Senate will be conducting an oncampus voter registration drive
from October 2nd to 5th.
Registration tables will be set up
in the first floor lobbies of the
-23rd S1. and 24th S1. buildings.
All students interested in helping
out please call 725-3377 or stop
· by the DSSG office.

Certainly not your Day Session Student Government.
We put a good lawyer right where you need em.
On your side. For nuthin.
Call 725-3377 for an appointment.

Check out a Professor!
Teacher evaluation results in
Room 419 of the Student
Center Building.
Another service provided by
your DSSG.
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WOMEN A NEW FREEDOM.
IN 1984,THE SIDNGE ONES
WOMEN A
CHOICE.

ROLLING BALL PENS.
-o« WE GIVE YOU
ACHOICE. ·

Art Gallery Heads inA New Direction
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12..PACK.

To Consumer Limit on.e coupon per purChase" GOOdonl,y onproaucts deslgnateCl. Consumer Da'ts
sales leU To Retailer We will IeImlilrse yOU the face value of ttllS coupon pCus $ 08 hanohng
PfO'II(IeO !flat you ano the consumer Ita¥e eomptted wrtft me terms ot our COtlDOrT otTer nils
coupon IS 0000 only when redeemed by you from a consumer at time of purchaslOO the
speCifIed product Any otner use constitutes fraud ReClemptlons not ho~no.
re.d
throuOh tlrokers or other outside aoencles InVOices ShOwlOQ your
purchase of sutucient stock to cover all coupons must De shown u p o n . ,
reooest VOid ,f prohltllled taxed or restricted ThIS coupon 10 non..
transteratne. non·asslllnaOle, oon-reorooccuse Cash value 1I20th of \iJ'
S 01 Offer QOOO only 10 USA Redeem by ma,'IOO to VLI Corporanon ~
PO Box 4400 Clinton Iowa 52734 ... , _
\,

" ROLLING BALL PENS.
PILOT PRECISE
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

nrecise

[PILOT]@~ngBall

The Baruch College Gallery
It's for you
Take a look

Monday-Frfday 12 to 5 p.m.
New administration building

Pasl Rltl in tbl ECFMG
For ••erlcan Studlnts in
Ibl 1984 Graduating CIIII
Over 670 Graduates.
Over 350 Transfers to American Medical SChools
Participating institute in the United States Department .ot Education
Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
On October 3rd, 1984 at 7:30PM, selected Faculty, Administration,
Graduates and Students of St. George's University School of
Medicine will be available to prospective candidates at the Conference Hall of The Humanities Building, Long Island University,
at the Brooklyn Center. For reservations and further information,
please call 516-665-8500.

United States and Canadian ,Citizens may direct
inquiries to The North American Correspondent:
Foreign Medical School Services Corp.
One East Main Street,
Bay Shore, New York 11706
-
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A work titled "Yopl," by Lyalle Mayocole

work are gathered and shown to the
Gallery committee for approval.
The committee is made up of facul, ty and students from Baruch College. The members of the committee agree on the direction and
philosophy of each show.
Recognized by Art Now/New York
Gallery Guide, the Gallery has an
important function in the community.
"It's important that there be a
beautiful and stimulating place for

people to go," Crurn stated. Even
our neighbors at the School of
Visual Arts have found their way
to the Gallery. "There are three
S. V.A. students to every one
Baruch students who comes to the
Gallery,"
Crum added. The
Gallery can be an alternative place
for students to go.
The Baruch College Gallery will
be open through October 31st, between 12 and 5 p.m., at 135 E. 22~d
Street..

A Look at Rasrafat-iarrism

135 East 22 Street

Lynne Mayocole
George Mayocole
Bill Taggart

of King Solomon. "Our philosophy
is based on oneness with the
Rastafarianism, a religious universe and the mystical teachings
movement started in the West In- of Christ," emphasized Rudy. "It's
dies has become increasingly just a consciousness that you gain
popular among Jamaican youths at a certain period of your life, it is
man's purpose, a certain mentality
living both in Jamaica and abroad.
Traditionally, Rastafarianism that keeps you on a higher level."
has had a strong following among Asked how he felt the day Haile
the lower classes, but over the years Selassie died, Rudy answered
increasing numbers of middle- and vehemently, "Haile Selassie was a
upper-class youths (mostly male) corrupt man. If you look at the
have joined the movement. "In structure of the whole thing, he is
Jamaica it became the in-thing" ar- not looked, upon as a God by most
ticulates Rudy Duckett, a Jamaican Rastas, although he was a true king
Rastafarian living in New York, based on his ancestry. He kept his
"especially when Bob Marley people backward while he lived off
became famous. The movement the richness of the land."
Many Rastasfarians are strong
became corrupt and many joined
and determined because they
willed
just as-a fad."
Rastas believe that blacks are the feel that they are ridiculed and
superior race and one day they shall feared by most of society. "It is a
rule again, as it was in the begin- deliberate effort to corrupt and
ning. They revere the late Emperor disperse the movement, " stated
Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia who is Rudy. "The media has created a
thought to be a direct descendant negative image of the Rasta, but we
are a peaceful people just living in
harmony
with
nature."
Rastafarians are indeed vegetarians
and they believe the hair should not
be combed or cut. Hence, the
growth of thick rope-like "locks."
They also smoke "ganja" (marijuana) as a religious rite. Rudy confirms this, saying, "Wearing the
hair in the natural state allows you
to absorb the natural magnetisms
from the atmosphere." He smokes
ganja only for religious reasons and
infrequently.
In today's society one's physical
appearance makes a difference in
the workplace and in certain social
situations. Because of this, Rastas
By Dawn Christian
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good cause, and it's a good feeling.
It just comes naturally." Velez also
can recollect how she encountered
Helpline, Baruch College's peer
Helpline. "I was a transfer student
counseling and referral service, is
and I met some people' from
very excited these days. This is
Helpline at the College Orientation.
because on October 7 they will be
Since I've been at Helpline, I've
playing WNEW-FM Radio in a
learned a lot more about how the
charity softball game. The money
school operates and helps people." ,
that they raise will go to The Door,
The Door, the charity Helpline is
an organization that provides
playing for, is an organization
counseling, as well as drug rehabiliwhich handles about three hundred
tation and other vitalservices.
cases a day. They.also do more than
Paul Barretta, the driving force
just counsel people. "We provide
in organizing the game, says that
legal help, a medical clinic, and job
the profits from the game will be
help," said Bonnie Osinski, a
used wisely. "They will buy thingsworker at The Door. "We try to
like equipment for the facility and
provide complete services for peopay for food and rent." Paul is inple under one roof." When asked
volved in causes like this because he
why people should go to the game
can remember when he needed help
and help The Door, Osinski
as a freshman. "I had some probreplied, "To keep these important
lems when I first registered, like
services open to those people that
everyone else does," he recalled.
really need it."
"So I went to Helpline, and they
Practices have gone well, as
helped me through the process of
Helpline has taken the game
registering. I then decided to help .
seriously. They want to do well,
other kids go through the same
and also help the charity. Thus Barthing. "
retta is looking for a good turnout.
Another member of the team,
"I feel it's a worthy charity, and I
Mike Iadarola, says that it wasn't
hope that people will know this and
easy to get the game together.
come out," he said.
"Paul made many calls, and wrote
a few times before WNEW finally
accepted to play." Mike also noted
••••••••
the ground rules for playing
The Helpline WNEW-FM chariWNEW. "You need a team, a wor- ty softball game will take place on
thy charity to play for, and a field Sunday, October 7, at 2:00 P.M.,
that is supplied by WNEW's oppo- at Curtis High School in Staten
nent."
Island. Tickets are 2 dollars each,
Other 'Helpliners, such as Susan with student 10, and will be on sale
Velez, who is coordinating a at the Helpline office or at the
cheerleading squad, are also excited game. Directions to the game are
about the game. When asked why available at the Helpline office,
she was putting her effort into this located on the fifth floor of the 360
game, Velez replied, "It's for a Park Avenue South building.
By Fred Cohen
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St. George's University
School of Medicine
Attn: C.v. Rao, Ph.D.
Grenada, West Indies
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Current exhibition: Recent work by
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SAVE
$1.00
ON TWO 3..PACKS OR ONE

If you love fine writing, now
you can choose between two
Precise Rolling Ball. pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder how
we made it possible.
It's only The Precise
that allows you to write
beautifully in either fine
or extra fine point.
The price? It's
even finer. Only $1.19. -'

"The Gallery needed to show a
different type of direction," said
Katherine Crum, the director of
the Baruch College Gallery. The
first exhibition of the fall semester
has been left untitled, yet doesn't
lack a theme. Many think it's fun
art.
The Gallery opened to the public
on september 21st, and the white
walls of the Gallery have been filled
with the' energy and creativity of
Geotge
Mayocole,
Lynne
Mayocole, and Bill Taggart. ;
Gesturing broadly to the art
work surrounding him, Donald
Phelps, a friend of the artists, said,
"There is a great sense of tone, harmony, humor, and invention in
each piece. ' , All three artists
create fantasy images in abstract
forms·.
I
like different
textures," Lynne Mayocole exclaimed as she distinguished the different materials she used in her
animalistic sculptures. In another
area, George Mayocole has kinetic
sculptures and abstract drawings.
His kinetic sculptures are similar to Lynne Mayocole's sculpture in the respect that they use
materials found in the streets of
New York. The third artist shown
at the exhibit, Bill Taggart, presents
a series of abstract drawings as
well. About his own drawings,
George. Mayocole ' said, "Forms
come together and associate
I
build on color line and shape .
Throughout the show, continuity
runs rampant."
Art Director Katherine Crum
selects artists who she thinks would
be good for the Gallery. Information and samples of ·tbe artist's

Helpline Bats for Charity;
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By Dan Wertheimer
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It'sbeen a long time.Twenty-four years,
c-'---<<'t and there hasn't been a sensible new option
s.:» in birth control.
Until Today" Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective:'; It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. If you have any questions, or you're just
wondering if The Sponge IS right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.)
Finally,you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But,
«t. ',_
best of all, you have another choice you never had before...;:>,~, ..:. . '.'
Until Today.
."
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are not readily accepted in many
places, although there are exceptions, notably the late Bob Marley, GRADUATE - STUDENTS - UNDERGRADUATE
Jamaica's renowned reggae singer
who helped spread the Rastafarian
NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY INTERN PROGRAM
doctrine throughout Europe and
INVITES YOU TO GET INVOLVED
America.
It has also been said that Rastas
are anti-white. Carl Tharne, a white
in
Jamaican, has very strong feelings
about this. "It is true they hate
NEW YORK STATE GOVERNMENT
white men and not only white men,
progressive men." Asked why he
feels this strongly, he stated, "The
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
English were so-called kicked out
of their country (Jamaica) in 1962,
then their own Jamaican brothers
contact
took over the big houses and the big
jobs so it was established that it was
not just the white skin that matNEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY INTERN COMMITTEE
tered it was the idea of being progressive. That created resentment in
829A LEGISLATIVE OFFICE BUILDING
them. They hang on to this religion
ALBANY, NEW YORK 12248
and use it as a cop-out, they use it
as an excuse for their failure in life.
They believe that the white population owes them a living, so they ~-------------------------should not have to work, which I
think reflects a lack of ambition. "
This movement has also begun to
spread among American black
youths as well. Is it because of their
association with Jamaican Rastas
or is it just a phase that will pass?
"I guess I became one because Roy
(interviewee's boyfriend) was a
Rasta," testifies Angela Markland,
an American. "My parents didn't
like it, so eventually Roy and I
moved in together and I started
wearing my hair in locks." Angela
no longer wears her hair in locks
BARUCH COLLEGE RADIO STATION
and neither does Roy. "Roy went
back to, school but after he
graduated he just couldn't get a job
so we both decided to cut off our
Basement, 26th St. building
locks so we could survive
economically. Don't get me wrong,
we still believe in the Rastafarian
teachings. "
_ .
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Doug Mnzzio: Seeirig Is Really Believing

Filtt '8+ MOVIE SERIES
9/13

TRADING PLACES

9/20

SUDDEN IMPACT

9/21

SUDDEN IMPACT

9/17

TRADING PLACES

9/24

SUDDEN IMPACT

10/11

AIRPLANE

10/12

AIRPLANE

10/1S

AIRPLANE

10/18

D.C. CAB

10/19

D.C. CAB

10/22

D.C. CAB

10/2£-

BEAT STREET

10/29 BEAT STREEl

10/2S BEAT STREET

11/1
11/8

By Michael Lasbinsky

MONDAYS

THURSDAYS

11/2

RISKY BUSINESS

SCARFACE

SCARFACE

16' BODYGTrAR~

11/15

BODYGUARD

11

11/29

POLICE ACADEMY

11/30

12/6 TERMS OF ENDEARMENT

12/7

11/S

RISKY BUSINESS

SCARFACE

11/19

BODYGUARD

12/3

POLICE ACADEMY
TERMS OF

ENDE~~NT

RISKY BUSINESS

11/12

12/10

POLICE ACA..lI1EDY
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT

All films to be shown on MONDAYS and THURSDAYS will be shoWn at 5:30pm·
in the OAK LOUNGE of the STUDENT CE~7ER.
All films to be shown on FRIDAYS will be shown in room -114 of the 24th
STREET BUILDING at 1:00pm and 3:00pm.
All films are SUBJECT TO CHANGE OF TIME, DATE, LOCATION

A~~/OR

CANCELLATION.

Student

,

Program
Board

---==-==------

JOIN US FOR COMEDY HOUR,

~

---

Tutoring
Apartment listings
Academic problems
Personal problems
or just someone to talk to.

in Rm. 302 (Student-Center)

-------------------------STUDENT CENTER PROGRAM BOARD

Student Center Box # 608

some-

The SCPB is just what I've been waiting for!
Please contact me.
(Please Print)
Name

..

ACdress

thi~

_

------------

Phone

--------------------------

G

,
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Come to room 516, 26th St. Building
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
All interested in joining HELPLINE, just
drop by our office this week.

it

Many·studeA~.-,-

have already discovered this and
keep coming back. For Doug Muzzio this is the true mark of success.

For HELP with:

We meetevery Wednesday at 4:00 p.m.

want
to do

·wbat--heisaU·about.

OPEN

& MUCH, MUCH MORE!!!!!!!!

I

zio answer, "I haven't made
enough money to make me conservative. "
Muzzio also has strong feelings
about many of today's politicians
and once he gets started he is difficult to stop. "I dislike Ronald
Reagan, and Jesse Helms is offensive," states Muzzio, who is intrigued by New York Governor
Mario Cuomo. "He iW one of the
brightest of the ascending stars. I
share his attitudes on a broad varie.ty of issues ... as well as an ItaloAmerican background." Muzzio
then pauses to find the right words
and continues, "He is a politician
who is comfortable in the realm of
ideas. "
After seeing that Muzzio is profoundly interested in politics, many
would ask, would he ever be interested in running for office? Muzrio has ambivalent feelings about
this. "Yes, I've thought about it.
I've been approached by party pe0ple to run for the New York City
Council." Muzzio has also been approached to run for office in New
Jersey, where he now resides.
However, he rejects public office as
too harmful. "Politics is destructive of family, it sucks your blood,
time, energy, and effort. My prime
value is my family. College professors put in a lot of time, but still
have time for their families. ~ . I've
been tempted, but it's not as important as my family."
For Muzzio, his position at
Baruch is a happy one. He is proud
of the Political Science Department
and of the work he is doing. His
schedule is a busy one,. but if you
ever happen to wander into Muzzio's office, you'll get an idea of

HELPLINE IS NOW

AEROBICS.

-

If anyone would happen to
wander into Professor Doug Muzzio's office, they would see a stack
of boxes filled with reams of paper,
several drawings and finger paintings done by his children, Jessica
and Daniel, and undoubtedly Doug
Muzzio, either debating with his
colleagues in the Political Science
Department or participating in ·an
animated phone conversation.
Anybody who views this scenario
would learn what his students
already know. Specifically, that
Muzzio is a one-of-a-kind teacher
and personality.
. For Muzzio the road to the
Baruch Political Science Department was not paved with gold.
Although he had an interest in
politics .in his formative years, he
still wasn't sure about what he
wanted to major in once he got to
college. "I had five different
undergraduate majors and Political
Science was my last alternative,"
stated Muzzio.
After completing his undergraduate degree, Muzzio set out on
a path that would have him hold
several interesting jobs, as he explains. "I taught at Our Lady of
Sorrows in 1969, and at the Ida B.
Welles school for pregnant
teenagers. I was also a drug
counselor for the Board of Education." However, the fiscal crisis of
1975 soon hit and Muzzio found
himself out of a job.
Politics beckoned Muzzio,
however, and he soon became involved in the 1976 Presidential
Campaign of Senator Fred Harris
of Oklahoma. In this campaign he
- -1lelpe-a . coordinate volunteers :
statewide and nationally. This campaign did not end in victory but
Muzzio would soon find a reward-

teaching style. that is hard to copy.
In watching a Muzzioclass.students
are amazed by his perpetual motion
and energy. In the tradition of
Toscanini, Muzzio waves his arms
and thrusts his hands up and down
cutting through the air, emphatically making his point. When a student offers several answers, all of
which are incorrect, Muzzio steps
back and signals time out, like a
football coach whose team has just
fumbled the ball. He hardly stays in
one spot for a second and in one
class period he seemingly visits
every space in the room.
. This kind of performance can be
expected from Muzzio, considering
his
strong feelings about teaching.
z
~
o "The professor should want
W
::.l:
students to be engaged in class. I'll
U
~
do anything to engage them....
...J
W
-e You have to work hard, every class
:r
u demands you know your material, "
Muzzio implores. "It appears off~
the-cuff and humorous, but it is
scripted out." Muzzio realizes that
Professor Doeg MazzIo: You can flglI.Oty Hall.
his students often feel helpless
ing job in the New York City Coun- books don't even begin to grapple . about politics, but he believes that
cil.
with reality." Muzzio cautioned, they must not become cynical.
This job was the Chief of Staff however, that "books do teach im- "Politics is important and you can
portant facts and ways of fight City Hall," Muzzio exclaims.
position for the late City Counthinking. ' , However, he is still "I can see students saying they
cilman Antonio Olivieri, a man for
bothered that both fields do not don't give a damn.... In some ways
whom Muzzio had a deep admirawork together enough. "You have I'm cynical and jaded, but I'm also
tion. "Antonio Olivieri was the
academics
who have never been in- optimistic. My cynicism is
most admirable, decent man. . . he
had integrity ... as well as a sense volved in active politics, and politi- tempered by my belief that politics
cians who have never been involved is the art of the possible."
of outrage. He was a relatively
When it comes to his own
with books." Muzzio feels that
unique politician. He didn't have
members of both fields should have political attitudes, Muzzio draws a
enemies. ' ,
experiences in the other field.
picture of the factors that influBy working in city government,
When it comes to his occupation, enced his beliefs. "I was a product
Muzzio gained a great deal of inMuzzio is quite prolific in writing. of the 60's, the Kennedy's, the Civil
sight into how government
At this moment he is involved in Rights Movement, Martin Luther
realistically operates. This knowlwriting five different papers. Muz- King, and Vietnam." Muzzio
edge, Muzzio feels, helps him in
zio was also featured in the characterizes himself as an
teaching-his coursesand also-makes·-·- -Washington Post because-«-a~ "tiftf-egeflel".ate -·1960' s liberaL"
students understand politics better.
he wrote about Watergate. When asked why he has -retained
"The real world is different from
However, most of his pupils are many of his attitudes over the years
textbooks," Muzzio offers. "Textstruck by his teaching style. It is a the professor gives a typical Muz)

COFFEE HOUSE CONCERT,
.
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Jazz stylist Keith Jarrett's recording of
Standards (ECM Warner Bros. Records), a
collection of five blues and show tunes, is
an impressive collection of favorite
chestnuts whose interpretations (with
featured players Jack DeJohnette on drums
and Gary Peacock on bass) impress the
listener with their familiar, yet distinctly
new melodies. "One of the problems in the
age of specialization," said Jarrett in a recent interview, "is that people continue to
do what they have always done, and they
don't have any other level of extension
aside from the one with which they're involved." Jarrett, a major composer in his
own right, decided to record the standard
tunes as a tribute, because "each of the
tunes had affected me, at different times,
from versions that I heard from vocalists."
Though "most of the composers (Jarrett)
recorded on this album are not considered
'serious' .... they occupy a space that no
one in 'serious' composition could possibly
occupy. " Indeed, though one or two
numbers suffer from a reliance on pop bass
rhythms and '70s style driving percussion,
the album is quite enjoyable and, mercifully, far more mellow than the electric jazz
that is so prominent now.
"Meaning of the Blues," the Bobby
Troup/Leah Worth composition, is a
mellifluous excursion into old style jazz, a
sentimental rendition of a cherished
melody. Jarrett is a thoughtful piano
player; though these songs aren't original
material, the trio "had very few doubts that
we could play these songs. If there were

,

any doubts, it was probably how far we
could get."
And they do get far. "All the Things You
Are," by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein, is a wonderful rendition. It's smooth
flowing and delightful.
.
"It Never Entered My Mind" (Rodgers
and Hart) is played lovingly. "Having
respect for the music you play that isn't
your own," said Jarrett, "makes it,possible
to enter it ... these songs ... hit us and
became a language that we'll never forget."
"The Masquerade is Over,". by Allie
Wrubel and Herbert Magidson, is the
shortest number at 5:57, and it too is finely
executed. The longest song, Arthur Herzog
and Billie Holliday's "God Bless the
Child," is, despite its aspirations, a popsounding rendition with a too-strong
rhythm section. Jarrett, the pianist,' is
without fault but his collaborators, in their
zeal to assert their own presence, tend to
dominate this cut.
~,
Each of these cuts holds a special place in
Keith Jarrett's heart: "These pieces are
greatly underestimated, so now it's a good
thing to reveal them." Jarrett's Standards is
a welcome release from one of our foremost
. jazz artists. Jarrett himself recognized the
import of this effort when he said, "The incredible difference between . . . playing a
standard tune and a solo concert is that the
door that you enter is wide open, but it's
not the only door. There are constantly
more and more doors, and what you want
to find is the deepest one at the end."
-Carol)'M AberlUlthy
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So what's a nice Jewish boy from Atlanta

Men Without Hats: Topless at tile top.

The song "Safety Dance" may be the
only way most people have heard of the
Canadian band Men Without Hats, but
there is a lot more good music coming from
this uncelebrated group. At the Ritz in
Manhattan on Saturday, September 15 the
four members of the band proved to the
crowd that they were not a one-song band.
When their first album, "Rhythm of
Youth," was released in 1983 the only song
that received major radio airplay was
"Safety Dance," although there were a few
other cuts ("Antartica" and "I Like") that
may have succeeded on FM radio. Now
their new album has just been released in
New York as an import (MCA records) and
coincided with their only N. Y. appearance.
Opening for Men Without Hats was Way
Out West, a New York City band that
overflowed with energy, but their songs did
not live up to the performance. Their basic
pop sound, with keyboards and plenty of
electric guitars and a live drummer, was enjoyable but not outstanding. However, the
crowd was receptive and really started to get
psyched up for the headlining band.
Again, at the Ritz, most people probably
came to hear "Safety Dance." Only the
dedicated Men Without Hats fans knew
each and every song by heart. Those fans
who live on Long Island or can receive
WLIR 92.7 FM on their radios have heard
two songs from the new album on the
radio: "Where the Boys Go " and
"Messiahs Die Young." As a "new music"
station, WLIR is not afraid to play an import before it is released and successful in
the U.S. This new import titled "Folk of
the 80's (Part III)" was made in Great
Britain on Statik Records. Most of the new
material is very commercial and should
enter the top 100 soon.
Men Without Hats is a Canadian band
and their management works out of Montreal, Canada. Their native French appears
as they start off "Where the Boys Go" with
a sexy girl's voice speaking French and a
couple of French lines appear on the sleeve
of the new import album. Other than that,
there is no way to tell if they are French,
Canadian, English or American. Their
music is mainly popish folk (to quote their
title) and some of the new songs are very
danceable.
For Men Without Hats it is easy to obtain
a danceable sound when you use a drum
machine instead of a live drummer and have
three different keyboard players. Yes, there

is an electric guitar too, and it is played by a
live person - Stefan Doroschuk. The two

,r:

keyboard players, Allan McCarthy and

Colin Dorosch u k , have extensive
synthesizer ·setups. and. one has a SimmoDS- ..
electronic drum set to play with. But that is
mainly for show, since actually all the
drums are pre-programmed by a computer.
Ivan, the singer, also plays a Yamaha piano
and acoustic guitar.
When there are only four members in a
band and two are required to stay behind
their keyboard setups, the band may have a
dull live show. Not the case with Men
Without Hats, .even though the guitar
player did not leave his square foot of space
during the entire show, and I don't think
his eyes were open either, behind his rosecolored glasses. Nevertheless, it was Ivan
who saved the show with an energetic vocal
performance which included dancing
around the stage in his original "folk"
style. Both his voice and performance
aerobics were virtually flawless. Ivan really
had a Jane Fonda workout in which he
didn't trip once and the songs sounded just
like they do on the albums.
In an effort to publicize the band a contest was sponsored at the Ritz that night in
which the winner had to wear the most
creative hat. The winning hat consisted of a
bird cage with a parrot (stuffed - not live)
inside the cage. The members of Men
Without Hats of course do not wear any
hats at all. Ivan probably doesn't want to
mess up his nice long hair anyway - but it's
OK for it to get sweaty during an all important N. Y. City. gig.
When they last toured in New York, Men
Without Hats played at Roseland which is a
venue on the same scale as the Ritz. If they
get another top 40 song from "Folk of the
80's" they will have a chance of moving to a
larger hall on the next tour. Because they
are on a label from England, the group probably doesn't have a chance of joining a
major national tour to open for a superstar
band. But their own method of playing
smaller clubs can work positively for them
also.
Two encores were a sign of a well received show at the Ritz by the crowd, which
was not sold out. Perhaps once the album is
circulated in New York they will get some
more well deserved airplay - then more
will wish they had seen the exciting Ritz
show.
-Laurie Nocerito

\

gler and mime. But his true talent lies in his
spontaneity. About a third of the way
through his performance, several latecomers were seated. In a hilariously madcap
dash, Avner attempted to recreate his entire
show in fast motion. When an usher
discovered one patron's camera, Avner
snatched it and began snapping pictures of
the audience. Another patron launched into
a coughing In and.Avner was right there
simulating a Heimlich Maneuver.
...a.Yner'_s~CQmedicp;lce . is ~~B&estiy.e_Qf:~_
voiceless Benny Youngman His. delivery_ is
rapid fire, interspersed with seemingly
deliberate "misses." The man is a charmer,
and his act will undoubtedly remain fresh
since the audience naturally will be different
each night. He'll have to come up with
something new each time, but that should
be no problem for A VNER THE ECCENTRIC.
A VNER THE ECCENTRIC at The Lambs
Theater, 130 W. 44th St. 997-1780.

doing spitting popcorn, dropping his
drawers, and eating napkins on West 44th
Street?
,
Avner Eisenberg, alias AVNER THE
ECCENTRIC, is providing audiences with
a truly delightful evening in the theater.
Clown, mime, juggler and sleight-of-hand
magician, Avner uses the entire theater as
his stage. Former1Y-.astr.es:1 performer (with
several arrests under his belt), Avner has an
expert's sense' ~f audience manipulation.
This is defuntcly riot a'
shpw _. it's
everybody's. When he ventures into the au-"
dience searching for targets, he becomes a
rubber-nosed talent agent, selecting some
surprisingly adept amateurs. Turning his
victims into human toilet paper holders,
stealing their watches, forcing them to sit
on whoopee cushions are all just a sample
of the level of audience involvement. Be
forewarned - the first few rows are not for
the introverted!
Avner's ability is obvious early on. He is
a competent, charming clown, an 'apt jug-

one;man-
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Keith Jarfttt's Stlllldilrds:

nne aft a few of II" f.vorite tid....

Hear ve, Hear ve:
Write TICker Arts reviews and be paid in kind -
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with theatre tickets, promotional records,
entlY to cOIICIrts, collpli.entlry books.
Alltb,., In'mlf' eln H y"tI if y"
are willing to write for us.

Come join Th, Tick,r

Playwright William Curtis, a onetime
college professor, deals with the subject of
forced retirement in his new melodrama
Lester Sims Retires Tomorrow. The show
portrays the bathetic 'angst Lester Sims
(George Murdock) feels over his predicament, and the rage he feels toward his dean
(an unlikely "thirty years" his junior) and
colleagues whom he feels have wronged
him. "Lester Sims" is, in fact, a veritable
tissue of improbabilities, packed one on top
of the other that, due to their sheer abundance, makes the theatregoer ask himself,
"Is this playwright pulling our leg, or
should we believe this?" Certainly Sims
(who'd just turned 65) had time to reflect
upon his altered life; why does this "play"
begin with the protagonist bent on suicide?
__ .Can we believe this immature man, an emotional cripple who uses board games and
other diversions as crutches, can we believe
him a noted scholar of T .S. Eliot? This
production, its producers, and William
Curtis himself are imported from Ohio's infamous Kent State University, and I regret
to say this. show barely stands as an
undergraduate, let alone professional
rendering of forced retirement.
Anyway, Lester Sims arrives home one
rainy evening, plays a. cassette of the
Weavers singing "Oh, When the Saints
Come Marching In," and tries to load a
pistol so as to kill himself. Girlfriend'
Margaret (Jennifer Rhodes) calls, then
drops by to try to save Lester. Meanwhile,
Lester's mother, whom he resents, is dying
in a nursing home and only serves to in-
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Music: Bruce in Jungleland

Theatre: A Hit and a Miss

Music: Men Without Hats and Keith Jarrett
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The concert of the Summer of '84 did not
consist of fireworks, fancy footwork and
far-out ticket prices. The show of this past
summer consisted of pure, high-powered
energized rock 'n' roll delivered straight
from the heart of The Boss. Bruce Springsteen and his E Street Band came back to
their home turf of New Jersey to perform
ten sold-out shows at the Brendan Byrne
Arena in August. And once again Bruce
proved it all night that he stands out alone
from today's pseudo-rockers. Ten years
ago critic Jon Landau stated, "I have seen
the future of rock and roll, and its name is
Bruce Springsteen." His prediction is now
realized. No other performer plays for three
and a half hours, giving all he can give on
each note. In addition, every Springsteen
song is guaranteed to move your feet or
your heart, sometimes both.
What is so incredibly dazzling about a
Springsteen show is the ease with which he
commands his audience. When Springsteen
wants his audience to sit in their seats and
contemplate his beautiful and intense lyrics,
they are completely receptive. When
Springsteen wants to rock, he. shifts into
full power. And the E Street Band follows in full force. The Big Man, Clarence
Clemmons, demonstrates the fact that
a powerful, adroit, saxophonist fits
quite well into a rock and roll band.
Although Clarence's sax playing wasn't
heard as much as in previous times, it remained a dominant force every time it was
heard. Max Weinberg pounds on his drums
like there is nothing else in the world to do.
Longtime member of the Springsteen entourage 'Steve Van Zandt was replaced by
Nils Lofgren, a guitarist who can surely
hold his own. Bruce and the band were in
top form every night they played, and I can
only surmise that their energy is derived
from the fact that they enjoy playing just as
much as their fans enjoy hearing them.
Springsteen played most of the songs
from his newest work, "Born in the USA."
This album's motif continues where
'.'Nebraska" left off, but unlike its
predecessor. '·~Bomm -the USA" contains.
the E Street Band. Musically, the album
contains most of the same notes and chords
of "The River." Nothing new on that side.
But if we'd judge the album on its lyrical
basis, it's the tops in the field. One should
just sit and read the lyric sheet included

with the LP to appreciate Springsteen's .
ability. The lyrics contain a macrocosmic
look at America's common blue collar
workers and their inability to return to the
good 'ole glory days. The single "Dancin'
in the Dark" got everyone up on their feet
from the first note. Springsteen also performed a beautiful acoustic rendition of
"No Surrender," which was dedicated to
his former guitarist Miami Steve. The first
set of the show also contained four songs
from Springsteen's solo album
'~Nebiaska. Just hearing the man's voice
accompanied by a guitar and harmonica is
both daring and very· impressive. These
acoustic songs are simple, but at the same
time very beautiful. "Johnny 99" is a story
of a man driven to cold-blooded murder
due to his honest debts that no' man could
pay. "Highway Patrolman" isa heartbreaking song about a cop torn between his
job and his brother, who's just no good.
"Atlantic City," a desolate loser's tune,
was amplified and enlivened by the band,
yet its desolate feeling still came through.
Springsteen is also known for his entertaining stories. In the midst of his classic,
"Growing Up," he told that Clarence and
he had no direction in life until one day they
got lost in the woods and found a guitar
and saxophone. He also retold his rendition
of Genesis (on the fourth day G_d created
rock 'n' roll, on the fifth day He created
"Pink Cadillac," and the rest of the week
He just went cruising around). Bruce said
that before he played guitar there was only
one thing that he wanted to do, and that
was nothing.
By the time the encores came around, the
Arena's walls were shaking. When Bruce
went into the Mitch Ryder medley, they felt
like they were about to come down. "I
can't stop playing," Bruce declared, and
went into "Travelin' Band" and "Twist
and Shout." When Springsteen and his
band play, you can be guaranteed that
there's magic in the night. He devotes every
ounce of energy to performing; it is a show
that anyone who appreciates music is
guaranteed·to--~joy ; Bruee-Sprinpteen is
one performer who really loves what 'he
does and gives his all to his fans. At the end
of every hard day people find some reason
to believe, and believing in Bruce is surely
reason enough.
-David Lubin
II

-Steve Greenberg

*

•
crease his sense of guilt. Sims and
Margaret, a former student, have been involved for twenty years, yet theirs remains
an immature relationship. They argue
about their plans (she wants marriage, he's
uncommitting), they gloss over the past.
There's gratuitous flashing, vulgarity and
meaningless spectacle in this quite boring
production, and no semblance of a plot..
When Sims decides not to kill himself and
our play ends (after a taxing two hours), it
seems the audience feels a greater sense of
relief than his foolish mistress, who, for this
sucker, declares about her career, '·'1'11
resign tomorrow if you ask me!"
What bosh! What do you say about a
production that's only triumph is its set
design?
Still, Lester Sims Retires Tomorrow is inexpensive theatre, and some folks did seem
to enjoy it. Though it truly got under my
skin, I'll give no advice, save bid caveat .
emptor.
The show is running at the Cubiculo, 414
W. 51st Street (reservations, 265-2138).
Louis O. Erdmann is the director of this
tripe, Kay L. Coughenour created the compact, utilitarian set (which. by the way~ one
must tread upon to enter and leave this
theatre), and James E. Mayo designed the
lights that ought never to have shone on this
dismal joke. Eugenia Erdmann is the
costume designer.
Tickets are fifteen
dollars.
-Carolyne Abertulthy
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Still Looking F or a Win
By Orest Mandzy

)

..

Baruch College's baseball team,
that humble team that has played
23 games without putting a single
number in the win column, will try
to attack foes, both formidable and
not, on the playing diamond once
again this year.
Whether or not they are successful remains to be seen. According to rookie coach, John
Krochak (you might remember him
as the assistant coach of last year's
team), "I think we should turn it
around this year." How, pray tell,
can a team that went 0-17 last
season simply 'turn it around' in a
matter of one summer? Krochak
proposes a plan that may just take
the Statesmen from the doghouse
to the first floor: start playing ball
as early as September and get both
physically and mentally in shape for
the 'real' season in the spring.
Normally, Baruch only plays
spring ball, but this year,
with Krochak at their helm, the
team intends to participate in
various tournaments during the fall
and play various out-of-league
games. Krochak adds, "This
season, we have 12 players coming
back to play, that's more people

than have ever returned from one
season to the next." Having
veteran ball players is not the only
cause for Krochak's optimism.
"This year, we'll have a full squad
of/over 20 players," said Krochak.
Last year, according to Krochak,
the Statesmen played with a roster
of only 13 players, four of whom
were pitchers. "When our pitcher
was tired, they (the opposition)
would easily score seven runs, to
turn what was a close game up to
the sixth inning into a seventh inning blow-out," said Krochak.
The lack of pitchers was not the
only reason for such a dismal
season. According to Krochak, "At
times, only 10 players would show
up to a game. Of course, we
wouldn't be able to win a game
with only 10 players." He added,
defensively, "It sounds like a copout, but it's true."
Maybe Baruch's ballplayers
should be viewed with sympathy;
they did have a tough schedule, at
one time playing nine games in
seven days. Krochak put it ever so
justly when he said, "It takes a lot
of mental toughness to play on
Baruch's baseball team."
Something must be said for the
player that comes to practice

almost daily, even missmg work,
just to play with a wooden bat and
a rawhide ball. That ballplayer exemplifies the true sportsman; playing when knowledge Of an impending loss is so obvious.
Baruch College, although it is
primarily a business school, boasts
of at least 20 students who are true
sportsmen, those on the Statesmen
baseball team.
Coach Krochak is very quick to
praise his humble ballplayers.
"These guys care enough to keep
the program alive." The question
remains, should they take the program out of its misery? No!
Granted, Baruch is a business
school; and as the outspoken
Krochak said, "These guys come
here to go to school, not to play precedent a, Baruch, and maybe it
ball." Students who wish to par- would change Baruch's consistently
take in college athletics aren't even poor finishes. "We will get more
encouraged to do so. They must practice, and they'll be playing
register along with other students, together longer," Krochak said.
This year, the Statesmen have a
thus having classes conflict with
practice. Their facilities are nothing full roster well before the start of
short of pathetic. . . where they ex- the season, but do they have the
facilities on which they could play?
ist.
Even with a full roster, can the The answer is no. Krochak's quick
Statesmen win? Krochak thinks so.
remark is, "An'all-away' schedule
"We're looking to change that (los- would not be a precedent in this
ing) by playing fall ball." Playing school. " Last year, most home
baseball in the fall would be a games were played on Lehman Col-

lege's field in the Bronx and the
schedule was heavily weighted with
'away' games, Ktochak is quick to
point out, "Fans don't come out to
see us, so it doesn't matter where
we play."
Having such a gloomy past is only a detriment to the new.
ballplayers on the Statesmen squad.
Their only desire, according to
Krochak is, "Just to look competitive. " If all the bases are
covered, let's hope for a few wins.

Baruch Fields a New·Team. FALL· Sports· Schedules
Bl Brian Feinblum

The Baruch College Women's
Tennis Team will play its inaugural match on October 4 against
Staten Island College.
Dr. William Eng, the school's
Athletic Director, is coaching the
team. He said, "I'm shooting for a
.500 record, but I don't know if
we'll get there."
The tennis team, a Division III
team, is a member of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA), and the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC).
This year's schedule includes games
against two SUNY schools, three
CUNY schols, and the New Jersey

Institute of Technology, which IS
also in its first season.
The fall season consists of a
schedule that runs from September co October and includes
confirmed and four unconsix
firmed matches. The unconfirmed
matches will become positive dates
after the season begins. Baruch is
scheduled to play six games, three
at home and three away. They play
their first three games at home, and
go on the road, where they finish
against Stony Brook. "I believe this
team can be competitive, " said
Eng.
Although it is Baruch's first
season in women's tennis, it is not
the first time Baruch has fielded a

Tell_ <:oK../ Atilletk Director Dr. Eat-

team. Two previous attempts were
made to compete in the CUNY
Conference but they both failed
due to a lack of players. Although
these attempts at fielding a conference team were unsuccessful,
they were able to gain valuable experience. Three prime players will
join this year's team.
In each meet there are six singles matches and three doubles
matches. The team that is victorious in at least five matches wins
the meet.
Eng claims that everyone on his
team knows the basics, but he
wants the fundamentals to be
practiced over and over. He teaches the players the strategies of
how to win. They practice three
times a week, for three hours each
day, at the 25th Street Armory.
Of the seven players on the
team. Eng said Ceria Rivera is the
most competitive. .. She has the
best technique with exceptional
skills." Rivera is a transfer student from City College who will
get some competition for the number one seed from Eyta Greenblatt. At 5'9", Greenblatt is the
tallest member of the team and is
also considered by Eng to be the
strongest.
The team is considered small
compared to the competition. According to Eng, Baruch's diminutive size will be overshadowed by
good forehand ability and consistent serves.
The Women's Tennis Team was
originally formed with the help of
the Tennis Club. Last year's team
was approved by the Faculty Committee of Athletics but couldn't
field a consistent six for the tournaments. This year's team has ten
players, but the coach still welcomes others to try out.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
DAY
Sat.
Mon.
Sat.
Tues.
Fri.
Mon.
Wed.
Sat.
Mon.
Wed.
Thurs.
Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Sat.
Mon.
Wed.
Wed.

DATE
Sept. 22
24
29
Oct. 2
5
8
10
13

15
17
18
20
23
25
27
29
31
Nov. 7

OPPONENT
Manhattanville
Hunter/Medgar Evers
New Paltz Tournament
Lehman/St. Francis
Pratt
Fordham/Fairfield
USMMA/College of New
Rochelle
NYU
Pace
Manhattan
Marist
USMMA Tournament
Kean/Brooklyn
Kings
CCNY

Dominican
Southampton
USMMA

TIME
SITE
HOME 12:00
Away
5:30
Away
9:00
HOME 7:30
HOME 6:00
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME

7:00
5:00
7:00
7:00
6:30
9:00
6:00
7:30
2:00
7:30
6:00
7:00

WOMEN'.S TENNIS
DAY

DATE

OPPONENT

SITE

TIME

Tues.
Fri.
Thurs.
Wed.
Sat.
Thurs.

Sept. 25
28
Oct. 4
10

Hunter
Lehman
Staten Island
NJIT
SUNY Purchase
Stony Brook

HOME
HOME
HQME

3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
11:00
2:30

13

18

Away
Away
Away

